
The Woodfibre LNG plant, to be built near
Squamish, is now officially ‘a go’, according to Byng
Giraud, vice president of corporate affairs. Giraud
made the announcement at a press conference on
November 4. The company behind the LNG facility,
Pacific Oil and Gas, has taken a final investment
decision on the project and will be moving forward
with construction.

New subsidies by the BC government in the form
of special electricity rates for LNG projects that
decide to use electric drive in their facilities acted as
a catalyst in the investors’ decision. It is not clear how
these new rates will differ from standard industrial
power rates, but Giraud said that the final decision
by the investors was made because of them.

‘In response to the province’s decision today to
offer a competitive electricity rate for proponents
that chose e-drive, I’m proud to announce that the
board of directors of Woodfibre’s LNG parent
company, Pacific Oil and Gas—part of the
worldwide RGE Group—has authorized the funds
necessary for the project to proceed,’ Giraud said at
the press conference, which took place in Squamish.
‘So this project, if I’m not clear, is a go.’

Those authorized funds Giraud mentioned
amount to an estimated $1.6 billion for the
construction of the LNG plant. The project will be
BC’s first LNG plant built to export liquefied natural
gas to Asia, but it is fairly small when compared to
other LNG projects proposed for the province—it
will produce 2.1 million tonnes of LNG annually,
which is roughly one-ninth of the volume that
projects such as Petronas’ recently federally
approved Pacific NorthWest LNG will produce. 

Community Controversy
The Woodfibre LNG project has been a subject of
much controversy within the Squamish community
and beyond. Among those opposing the project is
the District of Squamish, environmental groups
such as My Sea to Sky, and many local residents.

In early November, shortly before Pacific Oil and
Gas’s decision to go forward, the Woodfiber LNG
office was fire-bombed in a late night arson attack.
Key activists from environmental organization My
Sea to Sky commented that while they oppose the
project, they do not condone any violent behaviour.

Despite some opposition, Woodfibre LNG does
have the approval of the Squamish First Nations. All
25 conditions that the Squamish First Nation leaders
wrote into their approval agreement with Woodfibre
have been met. 

Just days before the investment decision, an
extensive campaign by the Squamish Nation paid off
when Woodfibre LNG agreed to switch their cooling
system from a once-through seawater cooling system
to an air-cooling system. 

This change, say activists, will help protect the
fragile environment of Howe Sound. A once-
through seawater cooling system would have
sucked water from the ocean and sent hot,
chlorinated water back into the Howe Sound once
it had been used in the cooling process. 

The use of electric drive will also reduce emissions
and environmental pollution—the alternative to
electric drive is to use natural gas to power the
cooling process that turns the gas into a liquid. 

Opposition to the project remains strong, despite
these changes. ‘Continuing to put our economic
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eggs in the LNG basket will not help fight climate
change,’ said Matt Horne, the BC associate director
at the Pembina Institute. ‘Stronger climate
policies—not increased fossil fuel production—are
what we need to position the Canadian economy to
thrive in a low-carbon future. 0
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